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Introduction

From mid-June to early October of 1997, the author worked in the Coastal Resources

Management Division (CRMD) on the island of Saipan, in the western tropical Pacific

(Figure 1). The University of Oregon Micronesia and South Pacific Program and the

government of the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) sponsored

the work and offered critical support. The project established a working geographic

information system (GIS) in the CRMD to help the agency create a more effective coastal

management program. The author and CRMD staff collected digital data on Saipan's

natural resources and infrastructure systems, to create a comprehensive resource data

library for use with the new GIS. A GIS workshop was held for island resource

management staff in the CRMD office. The project resulted in a resource atlas for Saipan,

a pilot project meant to demonstrate the utility of the new system to the CRMD and other

government agencies. After working on Saipan, the author produced a report, GIS Based

Saipan Watershed Resource Atlas: A Project Report, documenting the work

accomplished during the three and a half month project. Appendix A contains a complete

version of the report, as submitted to the CRMD by the author in December, 1997.

The purpose of this report is to expand the scope of the author's work on Saipan, by

considering how that work fits into the growing knowledge base and interest in tailoring

coastal management strategies to the unique physical and social environments found on

small islands. This report considers how a GIS can help coastal managers on small

islands create more effective and sustainable management programs, consistent with the

unique needs of island populations and environments. Most resource managers agree that
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a GIS may allow more efficient means of managing, analyzing and communicating

resource information. A truly effective GIS requires its users to adapt its strengths to their

own unique situations. Because small islands often have unique and dynamic

characteristics, they offer an excellent opportunity to test the flexibility and long-term

usefulness of the emerging GIS technology in the field of coastal management.

Figure 1 - Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (Bendure 1995)

This report first describes many of the unique requirements of coastal management

programs on small islands. It then turns to the island of Saipan and describes the

environmental and socio-economic characteristics underlying Saipan's coastal management

program. The report considers the question of how GIS can contribute to coastal

management on small islands and offers some examples of the successful use of GIS in

those settings. It reviews the author's GIS implementation project on the island of
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Saipan and evaluates the success to date of that project. The evaluation offers insight into

some of the major challenges to coastal management on developing islands, including a

lack of communication between the central government and community resource users,

and limited cooperation among resource management agencies. Although a GIS has the

potential to maintain the status quo of selective information access in an environment of

centralized decision making, it can also make information more readily available to all

resource users. By increasing access to information with a GIS, coastal managers on small

islands can make more effective use of the people and other island resources to sustain a

healthy coastal environment.

Coastal Management on Small Islands

A growing appreciation for the unique features of islands and the importance of managing

human activities in the coastal zone have created a strong interest in tailoring coastal

management to island environments. From international to local levels, governmental and

non-governmental organizations have redefined coastal management priorities to better

deal with island characteristics. Small isolated islands, with land areas less than a few

hundred km2 and distinct geographic separation from continental land masses, develop

unique ecological and cultural systems. Those special systems, combined with the

dynamic ocean environment around islands, create unique challenges for coastal

managers. Yet, although islands have unique characteristics, the lessons learned from

coastal management on islands can often be applied to coastal resource challenges on

larger land areas. The 1992 United Nations Conference on the Environment and

Development (UNCED) produced Agenda 21, which states that small islands carry a high
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share of global biodiversity while facing all of the environmental challenges of the coastal

zone concentrated into a limited land area (Meggs 1997). The unique and limited

resources on islands may react quickly to environmental changes, allowing coastal

managers to predict how similar natural and anthropogenic forces would affect coastal

zones with larger resource bases and slower reaction times.

Environmental Setting

In the Pacific Ocean, most islands are less than a few hundred km2, with some populated

atolls having less than 1 km2 above the high tide line (Dahl 1997). Despite their small

sizes and small terrestrial resource bases, many islands have relatively high coastal

productivity. Their wetlands, seagrass beds and coral reefs act as nurseries for valuable

sources of biodiversity (Griffith and Ashe 1993). However, many islands remain

ecologically fragile and react quickly to environmental changes (Griffith and Ashe 1993,

Meggs 1997). Natural forces, such as ocean storms, can affect an entire island and

temporarily destroy unique habitat types. Long-term changes, such as sea level rise and

interdecadal climatic oscillations, can have more serious impacts on low-lying islands

than on larger land masses, because they may affect a larger percentage of the land area.

Human activities can also affect island environments more quickly than they affect larger

land areas (United Nations Education, Scientific, and Cultural Organization 1998). The

Special Assistant for the Environment to the Governor of the Commonwealth of the

Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI), observes that "overuse and misuse of the coastal

systems in the Pacific Islands are causing natural resources to quickly dwindle" (Gilman
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1997). Rapid development on some islands has led to excessive sediment, chemical, and

waste-water run-off into coastal waters, causing significant changes in marine habitats (E.

Gilman, pers. com. Aug 1997). The collection of solid waste on islands can eliminate

terrestrial habitats which support unique endemic species. Despite their unique physical

features and settings, islands can give the world a glimpse of how environmental changes

may effect larger land areas in the future. The small resource base on an island may react

quickly to environmental perturbations. Coastal managers can generalize those resource

impacts, such as how chemical run-off affects a coral reef, to larger coastal zones. This

makes solutions to coastal management problems on islands of even greater importance

to the rest of the world.

Cultural Setting

Solutions to coastal management challenges often follow standard approaches of research

and information analysis, followed by policy development in government and other

"expert" institutions. On many small islands, similar approaches have been used by post-

colonial governments, with varying degrees of success. Often, traditional island systems

of resource allocation conflict with the "standard" strategies imposed on local

communities, causing conflicts in resource use and management. On some Carolinian

atolls, in the Pacific Ocean, land was traditionally divided radially from a central point

into areas of matrilineal control. The waters surrounding and within an atoll were divided

into areas of patrilineal control. Early attempts by western governments to impose coastal

management in these atolls using coastal zones, such as nearshore, beach, and upland

areas, conflicted with the traditional system and garnered little public support (Dahl
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1997). The traditional importance of established social hierarchies in island cultures

contributes to skepticism among island communities to a centralized government's

legitimate role in resource use and access decisions.

A good example of how consideration of traditional cultural systems can affect resource

management plans occurred on the island of Pohnepei, in the Federated States of

Micronesia (FSM). In 1987, the FSM legislature created the Pohnepei Watershed Forest

Reserve on public land for conservation purposes. The plan banned timber harvesting,

with no consideration of subsistence use of the forests by local groups. In 1990, the FSM

Division of Forestry had to abandon attempts to survey the area after a number of violent

clashes with adjacent communities. In 1992, the FSM government initiated a round of

discussions with Pohnepeian leaders on the need for watershed conservation. That

program led to the creation of Watershed Steering Committees, including government

staff and representatives sent by local tribal leaders. Because the Steering Committees

now give tribal leaders some control over what was once their sole domain, resource

allocation decisions, public policies based on committee recommendations now receive

much wider support at the local level (Dahl 1997).

Coastal Management Strategies

To effectively face coastal management challenges in island settings, resource managers

have identified approaches critical to island characteristics. Although some researchers

support a centralized, "top-down", decision making approach (Speed 1991), many

successful examples of island coastal management emphasize more coordination between
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officials and resource users, a "bottom-up" approach. Researchers have shown that

community involvement in decision making can integrate traditional island systems and

reduce local resistance to decisions by centralized powers (Dahl, 1997; Gilman 1997).

A few examples from the CNMI illustrate the importance of community involvement. In

1995, the CNMI legislature established the Sabana Protected Area on the island of Rota.

The government charged a committee representing local officials and resource users with

establishment of land-use priorities and restrictions for the area. The group created a

system of land-use zones with seasonal restrictions and a total ban on some forms of

hunting. The established policies now enjoy widespread community support because the

local people feel a sense of ownership for the decisions made (Gilman 1997). Ten years

prior to that successful endeavor, the CNMI established the Kagman Conservation Area

on the island of Saipan. Policy development for the area included no public involvement

and few local residents today are aware of specific land-use restrictions for the area. Since

its inception, island residents have cleared, fenced and grazed animals in the Kagman

area, all banned activities according to the conservation plan (Gilman 1997).

The examples listed above point to a critical element in successful island coastal

management, open access to resource information and communication between decision

makers and resource users. At a UNESCO sponsored conference on island development,

Dr. Edward Towle described a number of important Best Management Practices for

coastal management on islands, including adapting information management systems to

local requirements for improved communications (United Nations Education, Scientific,
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and Cultural Organization 1998). In the past, this might have involved managers drafting

reports to share their strategies with other agencies and community members, with limited

information transfer. Today, advanced information management technology, such as a

GIS, offers the ability to communicate complex resource relationships in a more

universally accessible form, such as a map. These advances can make communication

between government and community sectors much more effective. Information

management technology, if adapted to island limitations and requirements, can improve

intersectoral communications for more effective coastal management on small islands.

Coastal Management on Saipan, CNMI

Environmental Setting

Saipan, the focus of the main case study in this report, is one of the fourteen islands of the

Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) (Figure 1). The Northern

Marianas form an island chain of volcanic origin, extending approximately 400 miles

along a north-south axis in the western tropical Pacific. Only one island, Pagan at the

northern end of the chain, remains volcanically active. Limestone, deposited during

periods of marine transgression, now covers most exposed surfaces on the other islands in

the chain, including the three largest and principally inhabited islands, Saipan, Tinian and

Rota (Dahl 1995).
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Regional weather patterns cause conditions considered hazardous to both human life and

property in the CNMI. Major tropical storms and typhoons often pass close by the islands

between July and December, with an average of 2.3 major storms per year (Hamnett

1990). In the fifteen years prior to implementation of the islands' coastal management

program, two typhoons passed close enough to Saipan, with winds up to 130 knots, to

cause significant damage. Although large storms in the ocean can produce powerful

waves, very large waves rarely appear along Saipan's coast. Most waves break along the

fringing reefs on the western side of the island. Larger waves can reach the eastern shore

due the limited amount of off shore reefs on that side, creating a cliff-lined, rocky eastern

shoreline (Office of Coastal Zone Management, NOAA and Coastal Resource

Management Division 1980).

The Northern Marianas, along with the rest of the islands of Micronesia in the western

tropical Pacific, have high coastal marine biodiversity relative to islands farther east. The

open seas of Micronesia also harbor many ecologically and economically important

organisms. Some of the richest stocks of pelagic fish in the world, including skipjack,

albacore and yellowfin tuna, occur within Micronesian seas. Historically, the number of

terrestrial endemic species in the CNMI was also relatively high, although humans have

reduced those species' numbers and dominance in the last few centuries. Brackish water

wetlands occur on many of the island of the CNMI and act as important habitats for both

resident and migratory birds (Dahl 1995).
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Although much of the biological diversity described above once existed on Saipan,

centuries of use by humans have permanently altered the island's ecosystems. Tangan-

tangan, a quick-growing, non-native shrub introduced after World War II to halt soil

erosion, now covers much of Saipan's remaining undeveloped areas (Farrel 1991). A few

isolated wetlands still exist on Saipan, creating habitats for species, such as the

endangered Nightingale Reed Warbler (Gilman 1997). However, the lack of easily

accessible information on island habitats and pressure from the tourism industry often

combine to create strong incentives for the continuation of development on Saipan.

Saipan, the largest and most populated of the islands in the CNMI, covers almost 47

square miles and makes up about 25 percent of CNMI's total land area (Figure 2). For

reference purposes, the city of Sari Francisco, California, covers approximately the same

area of land (Stewart 1997). Much of Saipan's northern, eastern and southern coasts have

moderate to steep rocky shores, with occasional pocket beaches. The major low lying

section of the island, with larger sandy beaches, occurs along the western shore. A

lagoon, created by coral reef flats inside of fringing reefs, extends along most of the

western side of the island (Office of Coastal Zone Management, NOAA and Coastal

Resource Management Division 1980). The western beaches and the lagoon, because of

the recreational activities they allow, incur most of the direct physical impacts from

visitors to Saipan.
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Figure 2 - Saipan, CNMI

Socio-Economic Setting

The Spanish brought Christianity to the Northern Marianas, the Germans brought copra

(dried coconut) commerce, the Japanese brought agriculture and industrial development

and the Americans brought the concept of self government (Kakazu 1994). Whether the

various western influences have helped or hurt the Northern Marianas, they have all

dramatically impacted the population and lifestyles in the island chain (Table 1). Appendix

A-4 contains a more in-depth description of the western colonial influences and impacts on

the Northern Marianas.
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Table 1: Cultural History of the Northern Mariana Islands (Office of Coastal Zone

Management and Coastal Resource Management Division 1980; Stewart 1997)

3,000 BC First settlement of islands by seafarers, possibly from Southeast Asia.

1521 Ferdinand Magellan landed on Guam and claimed the island chain for Spain. He

found the islands inhabited by the Chamorro people.

1668 Spanish Jesuits arrived and named the islands "Las Marianas," after Mariana of

Austria, widow of Philip IV of Spain.

1698 After fierce fighting between Chamorros and the Spanish on Saipan, most natives

were moved to Guam. A majority died on Guam from disease and mistreatment.

1820's A few thousand Carolinians immigrated to Saipan from other islands. Many of the

remaining Chamorros returned to their island from Guam.

1890's Guam became a US territory after the Spanish-American War and permanently

lost its political connection with the other islands. Spain sold the remaining

islands to Germany. Germany established an extensive copra harvesting program

for the natives.

1914 Japan seized the islands from Germany at the outbreak of World War I.

1919 The League of Nations awarded Japan a mandate for the Marianas. In the next

twenty years, Japan cleared half of the land area of Saipan, Tinian and Rota, for

intensive agriculture. By the 1940's, the Japanese had brought more than 50,000

Japanese, Koreans and Philippines to work in the island sugarcane industry.

1944 The US invaded Saipan, with huge losses in military and civilian lives on the

islands. American troops quickly built up the islands as a forward staging

area and may have numbered tip to 250,000 during the war.

1947 The US gained control over the islands as part of the UN Trust Territory system.

1950's The US Central Intelligence Agency closed off most of Saipan to civilian use and

trained Asian soldiers in guerrilla warfare on the island.

1978 The CNMI gained its independence from the UN Trust Territory as a "self

governing body in political association with the United States."
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The centuries of western influence have completely disrupted pre-colonial systems of

social control in the CNMI. However, the local people of the islands still have strong

familial ties. Chamorros, the native people of the Northern Marianas, now hold a

majority of government positions and own most of the valuable real estate in the islands.

The Carolinians, Pacific islanders who arrived more recently than the Chamorros, own

most of the remaining private land in the CNMI. Often, political decisions are made

based on the familial relationships of an issue's supporters and challengers, rather than on

the merits of a decision. Although the people in the CNMI no longer have their traditional

tribal structures, as do the people in Pohnepei, many Chamorros and Carolinians have

introduced their traditional familial decision making priorities into the official "western"

structure of representative government. This undercurrent of relational fidelity causes

some of the resistance to resource management cooperation among the various

government agencies on Saipan today.

Although the native people once led a subsistence lifestyle based on local resources, their

stewardship of the environment was weakened during centuries of dislocation and forced

labor. Their lack of connection to their natural resources may contribute to the present

policies encouraging high density development on Saipan. Both legal and economic

reasons exist for the Chamorros and Carolinians to encourage development on Saipan.

The 1978 Covenant, which established the CNMI, dictates that only indigenous island

residents may own island property
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(Stewart 1997). In order to get the most value out of their land, local residents have

created a system of long-term land leases to foreign investors. Not only do the land

owners get lease money, they own any buildings or other "improvements" developed on

their property. It seems that development for tourism, already the top economic sector in

the CNMI, will continue to grow as long as foreign interest in leasing land continues.

Along with continued development comes increasing demands and stresses on natural

resources. Clearing of land for more hotels and golf courses increases sediment run-off

into coastal waters. In Saipan's lagoon, increased sediment and waste water run-off can

choke the coral, cause eutrophication and impact the local fish stocks. Runoff from

developed areas affect wetlands in a similar fashion. The island's many visitors, estimated

at 532,000 in 1991, can also cause serious physical impacts (Dahl 1995). Tourists can

damage coral by walking across reef flats and by handling coral while snorkeling or

diving. Tourists also increase the demand for potable water and for waste disposal,

stressing the island's aging infrastructure (Kakazu 1994).

Coastal Resource Management Program

The CNMI established its coastal management program in 1980, just two years after

creating its entire governmental structure. That timing and the islands' close physical

relationship with the surrounding ocean made coastal management synonymous with

general resource management. Indeed, on page 1 of the CNMI's federally approved

Coastal Resource Management Program, the authors wrote: "In recognition of [the]

delicate balance between man and the island environment, the Commonwealth considers
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all of its land, and to the extent provided by law, its water areas to be subject to its coastal

management program" (Office of Coastal Zone Management, NOAA and Coastal

Resource Management Division 1980). That statement places 471 km2 of land and

1,823,000 km2 of ocean, CNMI's Exclusive Economic Zone, under the jurisdiction of the

coastal management program (Griffith and Ashe 1993).

The coastal program divides its area of control into two distinct tiers, each with its own

management arrangements. The first tier consists of geographically defined areas, on

Saipan, Tinian and Rota, divided into four Areas of Particular Concern (APC). These

APCs include (1) shorelines, (2) lagoons and reefs, (3) wetland and mangrove areas and

(4) port and industrial sites. The Program explains that any activity in an APC can have

direct and significant impacts on coastal waters and is subject to coastal zone regulations.

A different government agency handles initial proposals for activities in each APC, with

final evaluation by CRMD (Office of Coastal Zone Management, NOAA and Coastal

Resource Management Division 1980). This system demonstrates a need for well

established means of communication and coordination between various resource

management agencies. Although the system works well on paper, communication

problems between agencies have caused the system to falter in the past.

The second tier of coastal management, covering all remaining land and water areas, is

defined by activity rather than by location. The Program states that "any proposed project

not located in an APC but which has the potential to directly and significantly impact

coastal waters will be identified as a major siting and ... be subject to program review"
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(Office of Coastal Zone Management, NOAA and Coastal Resource Management

Division 1980). The program includes the following in a list of activities considered

major sitings: dredging, filling or discharging into marine or fresh waters; major facility

development, such as wastewater or emergency sites; major recreational or urban

development; and aquaculture operations. The Program also gives the CRMD authority to

use other agencies to review major sitings on a case by case basis. (Office of Coastal

Zone Management, NOAA and Coastal Resource Management Division 1980). This

second tier also requires coordination of information between agencies, a characteristic

often in short supply in daily resource management operations on Saipan.

Although the program gives final permitting authority to the CRMD for all activities in

the APCs and all major sitings, that office cannot monitor all activities on the islands.

Due to legislative actions and a tendency among the various government agencies to

resist sharing resource information, the CRMD works in a predominantly reactive, rather

than proactive, manner. The enforcement section of the CRMD will often halt activities

in environmentally sensitive areas which other agencies had recently permitted. The

filling of wetlands offer a good example. In 1997, the CRMD had one staff member

trained in wetland delineation by the US Fish and Wildlife Service. On a weekly basis,

the staff member halted land clearing and filling operations, approved by other agencies,

because the activities had impacts on wetlands inconsistent with US federal and island

laws (Personal communication July 1997). This situation not only aggravates the turf

wars between agencies, it creates a general sense of ill-will between the government and

the public.
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The continued growth of tourism and tourist facilities on Saipan, since approval of the

Program, has made management of two APCs, Saipan's lagoon and wetlands, even more

critical. The government has initiated a number of projects to reduce or mitigate negative

impacts on those systems, with questionable success. The CRMD has also identified

some activities, not originally listed as major sitings in the coastal management program,

which require more active management. Those projects and additions have had mixed

results as well.

In 1992, CRMD responded to the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA)

Reauthorization Amendments of 1990 by producing the Section 309 Coastal Zone

Enhancement Grants: Final Assessment & Strategy (Coastal Resource Management

Division 1992). The CRMD report identifies management of coastal hazards, cumulative

and secondary impacts and wetlands as top priorities for future work. The report

identifies coastal hazards management as its top priority area. It relates that CNMI could

make a number of improvements in its preparation for hazards, including evaluation of

the coast for areas of high to low risk of flooding, beach erosion and storm damage,

mapping of those zones, and restricting use based on the maps produced. The report lists

cumulative and secondary impacts, from quarries, garment factories and non-point source

pollution, as CNMI's second highest priority (Coastal Resource Management Division

1992). Those same sources, along with unmanaged development, threaten Saipan's

remaining wetland areas.
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Wetland management, included in one of the APCs and identified as a priority issue for

the Section 309 grant, has received much attention in the CNMI. Over the last ten years,

various agencies have initiated proposals for wetland management, including the CNMI

Wetland Conservation Priority Plan in 1989 by the Department of Natural Resources, the

Saipan Comprehensive Wetland Management Plan in 1991 by the CRMD (Gilman

1995a), and a wetland exchange program in 1995 by the Division of Public Lands. All of

the proposals met resistance within the government, partially because of a lack of

communication and cooperation between agencies. The exchange program attempted to

involve the public by encouraging land owners to exchange privately held wetlands for

other economically viable parcels. Miscommunication also hampered that program. In

one case, an agency leased an area of land for pig grazing directly after another agency

had acquired it as a wetland mitigation site (Gilman 1995b). The most recent attempt to

manage wetlands consists of a wetland banking program. The project has had little

success, due to a lack of cooperation among agencies on definitions and standards for the

program (E. Gilman, pers. com. May 1997).

As mentioned in the examples above, problems with communication of resource

information and cooperation between the resource management agencies in the CNMI

have reduced the effectiveness of the coastal resource management program in the past.

Another challenge for resource managers on Saipan is the tendency of agency staff, and

the public in general, to make decisions based on familial ties rather than policy

guidelines. This challenge is similar to that faced on other islands where traditional

systems of control still have a strong influence. In both cases, the local community may
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not trust decisions made by government agencies on resource allocation issues. However,

past attempts to involve community resource users in decisions have helped coastal

managers win public support. The increasing availability of new information management

technology, such as a GIS, gives coastal management programs on Saipan and other small

islands an opportunity to more effectively communicate resource information between

government agencies and the public.

Application of GIS to Coastal Management on Small Islands

A GIS relates information to some established geographic data model, such as a regular

grid placed on the surface of the earth. Most GISs can efficiently capture, convert,

analyze and display digital data based on geographic attributes associated with the data.

Some researchers have estimated that 70 to 80 % of all data collected in digital formats

have associations with physical locations (Speed 1991). It seems very likely that coastal

resource data have a higher percentage of geographic associations, because they describe

to characteristics of the physical, coastal environment. A GIS can create a useful

information management tool for coastal managers using data with significant geographic

associations. A GIS can act as a flexible management tool, allowing complex data

analysis and resource impact modeling. A GIS can also produce thematic maps, charts

and other displays which can communicate information across language barriers or levels

of technical expertise. For these reasons, GISs have emerged as important tools for use in

coastal management endeavors.
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A robust GIS was once tied to expensive computer systems which required highly

specialized, technical knowledge to operate effectively. Those systems normally were too

expensive and required too much computer hardware for remote islands. Although some

GISs remain at that level, more appropriate systems and applications have emerged for

effective use at the small island level. However, much more goes into implementation of

a GIS than simply obtaining the required computer software and hardware. Critical issues

for GIS integration into island coastal management programs include collecting and

maintaining quality data, maintaining the availability of assistance and training for local

users, maintaining the inclusion of all decision makers and potential resource users in

policy development, and monitoring the messages offered by this potentially powerful

communication tool (Meggs 1997; Patterson 1998).

Data Availability and Access

The South Pacific Regional Environmental Program (SPREP) identifies a lack of access

to information on which to base management decisions and develop coastal plans as one

of the critical challenges currently facing Pacific islands (Griffith 1993). Agenda 21

states: "Additional information on the geographic, environmental, cultural and socio-

economic characteristics of islands should be compiled and assessed to assist in the

planning process. Existing island data bases should be expanded and geographic

information systems developed to suit the special characteristics of islands" (Meggs

1997). In many cases, data acquisition is the most time consuming activity in GIS

implementation (Kakazu 1994; Meggs 1997; United Nations Conference on Education

and Development 1993). This activity can limit the effectiveness of a new system. A
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report on an Australian plan to integrate ocean and coastal management observed that

"delays in data input extended the project timeline and put completion of the entire [GIS]

project into question" (Dutton 1994).

The data availability issue becomes even more critical for isolated islands which often

have limited access to shared technology and limited resources to acquire their own data.

Some islands can begin by contacting the growing number of international and non-

governmental organizations currently collecting data on the marine environment. Existing

programs, such as the Global Environmental Monitoring System (GEMS) and the Global

Resource Information Database (GRID), have environmental data sets covering small

islands which they make freely available for management purposes (United Nations

Conference on Education and Development 1993). As more small islands gain access to

the Internet, island programs can begin to use it to share information on. regional

characteristics and to coordinate financial resources to acquire more local information. A

good example exists in the Caribbean, where island nations have created a networked GIS

for resource management purposes, sharing strategies and information across the Internet

(Island Resource Foundation 1998).

Technical Assistance

A GIS may have access to quality data, but the human decision makers who choose the

data for input, choose the methods of analysis and decide the eventual use of the

information are the most important part of the entire system. Effective GIS use requires

knowledge of the strengths and limitations of a system, which normally requires training
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and assistance from more knowledgeable personnel. An island's isolation may make this

part of GIS implementation more difficult. Again, the Internet has become an important

means of obtaining assistance. GIS developers offer more on-line training courses, and

the number of on-line GIS user-groups continues to grow. Although many islands still

have limited computer facilities with access to the Internet, their numbers are rapidly

decreasing (Patterson 1998) .

In some cases, as with data acquisition, outside organizations specialize in assisting small

islands with training. SPREP actively promotes and helps develop GIS capabilities in the

Pacific, including regional workshops and technical assistance by SPREP staff. The

author attended a SPREP workshop on the island of Pohnepei in 1997. At that workshop,

island representatives discussed different approaches to developing a GIS for resource

management on their islands. Knowledgeable SPREP staff facilitated the discussion of

approaches, distributed information on training resources and offered to help develop

regional GIS training workshops on different Pacific islands. This offers another example

of how cooperation can aid in the development of tools for more sustainable coastal

management programs.

Inclusion of Resource Users

In addition to identifying a source of quality data and a useful source of GIS training, an

island's coastal management program must decide how to make the best use of the new

technology. Any new technology, particularly on small islands with limited formal

educational facilities, can quickly divide the population into information "haves and
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have-nots". As mentioned earlier in this report, the most effective coastal management

strategies promote active inclusion of local communities in management decisions. Well

considered adaptation of information management technology can create an opportunity

to further integrate local community knowledge, which is often very useful for long-term

monitoring, into an evolving coastal management system (Speed 1991; United Nations

Conference on Education and Development 1992; United Nations Conference on

Education and Development 1993).

An excellent example of community coastal management involving a GIS occurred along

the Miskito Reefs, an area nominally under Nicaraguan control. In 1996 and 1997, local

communities, along the western edge of the Caribbean, initiated the Miskito Reef

Mapping Project. The project employed the traditional knowledge of local "sea

captains". along with invited marine scientists, local environmentalists, and local lobster

divers, to create a GIS based map of the Miskito Reefs. The goals included documenting

that the reefs exist within local self-governing areas, as a justification for limiting access

to commercial lobster harvesters. The project was also initiated to establish a baseline

data set for future monitoring efforts. The local residents and scientists used a Global

Positioning System and a laptop-computer based GIS to map the reefs. They used the GIS

maps as an efficient means of communication between the locals and project scientists.

Later, they used the maps to seek international support for conservation and continued

monitoring of the area (Nietschmann 1995). Without the traditional knowledge of the

"sea captains" and the effective data capture and display functions of the GIS, this project

would have taken much longer and involved more serious data communication
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challenges. The GIS also served as an important link between the traditional knowledge

of the local people and the international resource management community.

Because they transcend literacy, maps have historically been used to inform the public,

create associations and misinform specific groups (Nietschmann 1995; Patterson 1998).

GIS maps can offer an effective means of communication across language and training

barriers. However, as long as one section of the population has exclusive access to any

type of information, they have the ability to manipulate the information to fit their own

objectives. A coastal management program should allow open and honest access to data

for all stakeholders in resource decisions. If the people in an area understand how their

activities affect their surrounding environments, they are more likely to promote

sustainable management policies. In an island setting, the local residents are even more

likely to promote sustainable activities when provided more complete resource

information and analysis, because they normally understand the finite character and

importance of their resource base.

GIS Implementation Project on Saipan, CNMI

Background

This portion of the report documents the work done by the author in the CRMD on the

island of Saipan, CNMI. In the summer of 1997, from mid-June to early October, the

author developed and used a GIS to enhance the coastal management work of the CRMD.

The author and his counterpart in the CRMD collected and converted digital data to
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establish a baseline data set on the natural and man-made resources of Saipan. After

establishing the GIS and creating the resource data library, a small GIS pilot project was

used to demonstrate the utility of GIS for resource management work on Saipan. For the

pilot project, they created an atlas using the GIS and the data in the new resource data

library. The atlas divides Saipan into its major watershed areas (Figure 3), and includes

fourteen thematic maps for each watershed (Figure 4). Appendix B includes a sample of

atlas maps. The atlas can act as a hard-copy substitute of the GIS data library for coastal

managers in the field, or others who do not currently have access to the GIS. It is hoped

that the CRMD will continue to integrate the GIS into its daily activities, continue to train

its staff in GIS use and work toward more universal access to the information management

opportunities offered by the system.

Figure 3 - Major Watersheds of Saipan Figure 4 - Sample Watershed Maps
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CRMD was created to manage both the use and preservation of Saipan's natural

resources. The large amount of geographic and descriptive information involved in any

resource management decision make CRMD's responsibility a challenge. Use of a GIS

may improve the ability of CRMD staff to make those decisions, such as setting siting

and mitigation requirements for proposed developments along Saipan's shoreline. The

Saipan Watershed Resource Atlas and the resource data library created in this project can

improve CNMI agencies' access to information for resource allocation decisions. They

can also help promote integration of GIS into the CNMI's resource management process

by demonstrating the usefulness of GIS and providing easily accessible data for future

use of the system. Integration of GIS into the management process can create

opportunities for more effective long-term coastal resource monitoring and planning in

the CNMI.

Project Objectives

To improve general access to information on Saipan's natural resources and to help

CRMD create a more efficient information management system, the following objectives

were set for project work between June and October, 1997:

1. Establish a Geographic Information System in the CRMD.

To make more effective use of resource information , to prepare baseline data for

future monitoring projects, to improve the CRMD's ability to communicate

management plans with a wide audience and to encourage more proactive

resource planning, CRMD would establish a working GIS in its Saipan office.
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2. Collect Saipan resource data in digital formats.

Because of project time constraints, collection of resource information would only

include data available in computer ready formats.

3. Convert and edit the data collected to a standard format for storage and later

use in resource management work.

Although collected data were limited to digital forms, not all digital data are

accessible through a GIS. To create an atlas and a useful collection of data for

future GIS work, all data collected would be converted to a GIS format. Because

CRMD planned to use ArcView GIS in its management work, the ArcView GIS

"shape file" was chosen for this project.

4. Determine the most appropriate data for a resource atlas.

To make the atlas pilot project as effective as possible, it should include the

resource information which decision makers would find most useful. A survey of

resource managers, both private contractors and government agencies, was chosen

to fulfill this objective.

5. Create the Saipan Watershed Resource Atlas.

The Saipan Watershed Resource Atlas would act as the primary means for the

distribution of the collected resource data until more agencies have access to GIS.

It would also provide an example to other CNMI agencies of how information can
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be shared and of the potential GIS has to assist their work. Atlas recipients would

include CNMI resource management agencies, local schools and libraries.

6. Increase the GIS skills of staff in CRMD and other CNMI agencies.

To make effective use of the new GIS in the CRMD office, CRMD staff should

receive training in that information management tool. To promote cooperation

between CNMI resource management agencies, non-CRMD staff should receive

training in the GIS used by CRMD. A one week ArcView GIS workshop for

CRMD and other agency staff was chosen to fulfill this objective.

Methodology

To establish a high quality GIS, capable of preparing data for its resource data library,

producing an atlas and supporting future resource management projects, CRMD agreed to

purchase the required software and hardware using US federal grant funds. The GIS was

used to do extensive data conversion and editing to prepare the resource information for

the data library and atlas.

To assess available resource data for the data library, the author used a list of existing

digital data on Saipan's resources, created by a previous technical assistant to CRMD.

Agencies noted in the list were contacted with inquiries about their data on CNMI

resources. Referrals were also requested for other groups with resource information. To

model a cooperative approach to data use, open access to the resource data library and an

atlas were promised to each group contributing information.
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Once CNMI resource data had been located, the next steps in this project were to collect

the data and convert them to a standard format. All of the collected data were converted

to the ArcView GIS format. Not all of the data collected would be used in our GIS-based

resource atlas pilot project. However, a collection of data in a standard GIS format would

allow future use of the data in GIS applications to proceed more efficiently. The data

library would also create a good baseline data set with a single, accessible format for

future monitoring and resource impact studies. The resource data collection would be

available to other groups on Saipan for educational and management purposes. Initially,

CRMD would make the data available on computer diskettes at its Saipan office. Later,

CRMD would provide CD-ROM copies of the resource data library, making the

information easier to distribute.

The Saipan Watershed Resource Atlas, one major product of this project, was proposed to

increase cooperative use of resource data by creating a visual representation of the

information available to other management agencies. Before actual work began on the

atlas, other resource management groups on Saipan were surveyed to learn what

information they would find useful in an atlas. The survey results, as shown in Appendix

A-l, were used to guide the choice of data for the atlas.

As the title suggests, the Saipan Watershed Resource Atlas was proposed to show

Saipan's resources at the watershed scale. This approach allows resource planners a better

view of resource relationships than maps based on political boundaries. As an example,
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the atlas might show the run-off path from a proposed development through the entire

watershed to a nearshore coral reef. A map based on political boundaries only shows run-

off within a specific political district. The atlas allows a planner or regulator to easily

check if a proposed development would negatively impact a previously stressed section of

the nearshore environment.

The atlas was meant to include all of the essential data chosen without making individual

maps overburdened with information. To do that, four paper "base" maps with basic

geographic features, such as roads and topography, were printed for each watershed. The

remaining resource data for each watershed were printed on transparent sheets. Atlas

users could choose the transparencies with data specific to their needs, lay them together

on a base map and analyze resource relationships without the visual crowding of extra

data. In this way, the atlas allows a user to do simple GIS-type overlay operations to

easily identify geographic relationships in the resource data. This GIS-type function

should increase the usefulness of the atlas. It might also encourage atlas users to utilize

the actual GIS in their work to improve the efficiency of their data overlay operations. In

that way, the atlas might help integrate GIS into the management process.

During the summer of 1996, staff from CRMD and other CNMI agencies received

introductory ArcView GIS training from Reed Perkins, technical assistant to CRMD.

Because the staff did not have access to a GIS after that training, they could not maintain

their GIS skills. CRMD agreed to sponsor an ArcView GIS workshop during this project

for its own staff and personnel from other agencies. The workshop helped staff from the
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previous training session review their skills. It also allowed additional staff to gain the

some knowledge necessary to use CRMD's new GIS in their resource management work.

Results

A survey of public and private resource management organizations in the CNMI was

conducted to guide the choice of information for the resource atlas. Digital data on island

resources were collected from CNMI agencies, a private firm and US federal agencies, to

produce a resource data library. To model cooperative management methods, open access

to the CRMD-based data library was promised to all contributors of information.

CRMD procured ArcView 3.0 and the hardware required to create a GIS, capable of

preparing collected data for the data library, producing the atlas and supporting future

resource management projects. CRMD obtained a copy of PC ARC/INFO and, close to

the end of project work, the office received ARC/INFO 7.1. However, all project work

was completed using ArcView GIS. Extensive data conversion and editing were done to

prepare the resource information for the atlas and future projects. CRMD now has all of

the collected resource data formatted for use with ArcView GIS. In the near future, CRM

plans to make the data available to other CNMI agencies on CD-ROMs.

This project resulted in a resource atlas of Saipan's major watershed areas. The atlas

includes resource maps of the watersheds and a few sections of text. The text includes an

explanation of basic GIS functions and information on the data used in the atlas, also

known as metadata.. The text also includes a section describing how human activities and
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natural events have affected Saipan's resources. In the future, CRMD plans to distribute

copies of the atlas to decision makers and others with natural resource interests in the

CNMI. Appendices A-2 through A-4 contain a complete copy of the atlas text.

CRMD sponsored a one week ArcView GIS workshop and invited staff from a number of

other CNMI agencies. CRMD staff and representatives of four other agencies attended.

Hopefully, the participants' enthusiasm for the GIS will lead to further integration of the

GIS into CNMI resource management activities.

Recommendations to the CRMD and Other CNMI Agencies

In early October 1997, the author made a number of recommendations to the CRMD

staff and to the other resource management agencies of the CNMI. At that time, the

CRMD had a working GIS which the staff had not yet integrated into their regular

activities. Although staff had attended a basic GIS workshop, only one staff member now

has a full working knowledge of the office system. The resource data library now serves

as a good baseline data set, but will also require regular updates to keep pace with the

dynamic natural systems and increasing human pressures in the CNMI.

Recommendations to the Coastal Resources Management Division

The author made the following recommendations to maximize the effectiveness of the

GIS project and to promote continued cooperation and coordination between resource

management organizations in the CNMI:
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Complete atlas and data distribution.

One fundamental purpose of this project was to improve access to Saipan resource

information for the decision makers and other people of the CNMI. One atlas and

one complete set of the information collected for a data library existed at the

beginning of October, 1997. CRMD should produce copies of the atlas for

distribution in the CNMI. CRMD should also complete its plan to produce CD-

ROM copies of the digital data for inclusion in other GIS programs.

Continue data collection for CNMI atlases.

The atlas produced in this project will make resource information more easily

available to more people in the CNMI. However, resource information changes

with time and the first atlas was limited in scope. CRMD staff, in coordination

with other CNMI agencies, should update the atlas information and expand the

types of data it includes. CRMD should also pursue data collection and atlas

production for the other islands of the CNMI.

Integrate GIS into the CRMD management process.

Now that quality GIS equipment exists in the CRMD office and GIS has proven

its usefulness with this project, CRMD should integrate GIS into its management

system. CRMD can use GIS to help its permitting and enforcement sections share

their data more efficiently..It can also use the GIS to help address some long-

standing environmental challenges, such as the coastal hazards management and
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wetland conservation programs described in CNMI's CZMA Section 309 grant

proposal.

Establish a working GIS section.

A separate CRMD GIS section, guided by an established set of priorities, should

maintain data availability for CRMD staff and other resource managers.

Additional staff will allow CRMD to use GIS for special projects, such as

additional atlases, as well as for daily operations.

Continue to upgrade CRMD staff skills in GIS.

Twice in the past two years, technical assistants have provided in-house GIS

training to available CRMD staff. CRMD should continue to offer periodic GIS

training to CRMD staff and other CNMI resource managers.

Coordinate with other CNMI agencies on data distribution.

Both the CNMI Inter-Agency Watershed Planning Group and the CNMI

Electronic Mapping Users Group have attempted to improve access to resource

information among CNMI agencies in the past. CRMD should continue to

participate in those groups and use those forums to promote a GIS-based data

network among the various resource management agencies.
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Recommendation to other CNMI agencies

Coordinate GIS data management efforts in the CNMI.

Information is a critical part of any GIS, so CNMI agencies should first focus on

easy and open access to data for more effective GIS use. The agencies should send

copies of their resource data to a common collection and distribution area. An

independent office should administer that data library for groups working with

CNMI resources. The independent office would make information more

accessible to people outside the CRMD.

Share GIS knowledge and standards.

In the past, CNMI agencies have used different GIS software packages for their

management work. The agencies have different missions and their uses of data

vary widely. To share their data and still have the ability to specialize their GIS

programs, they should use a GIS package which allows maximum functionality

and flexibility, without restrictive costs or computer hardware requirements.

ArcView GIS is an example of such a package. The agencies should also

cooperate in GIS training whenever possible.

GIS Project Evaluation and Conclusions

Evaluation of the Saipan GIS implementation project must, like evaluation of other

coastal management programs, assess the extent to which it meets and solves the

objectives and problems, respectively, it was created to address (Cicin-Sain and Knecht

1998). The Saipan project met most of the objectives established during the summer of
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1997: to develop a working GIS; to collect and convert digital resource data; to create a

resource data library; to create a resource atlas as a GIS pilot project; and to increase the

GIS skills of CRMD staff. The CRMD has still not, as of July 1998, distributed atlases or

CD-ROM copies of the collected data. Nor have CRMD staff received further training in

the use of their GIS. Meeting the other objectives by no means guarantees the future

success and integration of the GIS into CRMD activities for more effective coastal

management work.

Because the project deals with coastal management in an island environment, its

evaluation should also consider how well it addresses that unique setting. Agenda 21

states that any plan for coastal management of a small island must include the following

principles: adequate financial resources; government support; community support and

involvement; free exchange of information; data collection and quality standards; and

appropriate technology transfer (Griffith and Ashe 1993). To evaluate the likely success of

the GIS as a coastal management tool for the CNMI, the principles listed in Agenda 21

offer a good framework.

The CNMI has an enviable relationship with the US federal government. The

Commonwealth can apply for grants through the US Coastal Zone Management program

and other federal programs. Although some other island groups, such as the Federated

States of Micronesia, can also currently access US federal funds, CNMI has one of the

few permanent US support agreements in the Pacific. Although communication problems
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exist between government agencies, government support and funding for adapting new

technologies to current practices are also strong in the CNMI.

The principle of local community support and involvement and that of free exchange of

information create the most daunting challenges to the successful integration of GIS into

CNMI's coastal management process. As described in previous sections,

misunderstanding and lack of cooperation abound between government agencies and the

public and private sectors. A few good examples of cooperation exist, such as the

community controlled Sabana Protected Area on the island of Rota, described earlier in

this report (Gilman 1997). The Saipan GIS project also planned to further public access to

resource information by providing atlases to local libraries and schools. Hopefully, open

access to the atlas and data library in the future will encourage further resource

management cooperation and coordination on Saipan.

The Director of the University of Oregon's Micronesia and South Pacific Program, Dr.

Maradel Gale, once said that many projects in the Pacific islands lay dormant for long

periods of time, only to emerge as successful endeavors when one least expects them (M.

Gale, pers. com. June 1997). The seemingly limited integration of resource information

coordination on Saipan to date may simply reflect that unique characteristic of slow

acceptance of change in a Pacific island culture.

The author's recommendations to the CRMD and the other CNMI agencies at the end of

the project work on Saipan include the remaining principles in the Agenda 21 list. Free
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exchange of information between the various agencies and development of data collection

and quality standards remain critical to an effective GIS on Saipan. They also form

essential ingredients of a sustainable coastal management program in the CNMI.

A few additional attributes of an effective coastal management GIS on Saipan have yet to

materialize. As long as only one CRMD staff member has sufficient knowledge and skills

to maintain the GIS, the system will have very little chance of long-term success. The

CRMD should support a strong GIS staff training program, using US federal grant money

or some of the other resources identified earlier in this report, to create a broader GIS

knowledge base within its office.

The GIS work initiated in June of 1997 continues on a limited basis today in the CRMD.

Some CRMD staff have used the GIS to produce resource maps for monitoring work. The

GIS is also currently part of a land-use zoning feasibility study for Saipan. Use of the GIS

is currently limited by the lack of trained staff, the lack of interagency cooperation and

the lack of community involvement in management activities. If CRMD and the other

CNMI agencies address those problems, the GIS may still emerge as an effective tool in

support of more sustainable resource management decisions in the CNMI. GIS could help

facilitate improved communications between government agencies and cooperation

between government and community organizations. The GIS has the potential to help the

CRMD more effectively manage the unique characteristics of the CNMI coastal zone.

Only time will tell if this or other systems can positively affect coastal resource

development and conservation policies in the CNMI.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

SCOPE

This report documents the production of a resource atlas for the major watershed areas of
Saipan, Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI). It also describes the
creation of a resource data library for the CNMI. To produce the atlas and prepare for
more effective resource management work with the data library, the Coastal Resources
Management Division (CRM), Department of Lands and Natural Resources, CNMI,
developed a working Geographic Information System (GIS). The author, as Technical
Assistant from the University of Oregon Micronesia and South Pacific Program, and his
local counterpart, CRM Resource Planner John Jordan, worked together on all aspects of
this project. Project work received critical review from other CRM staff, in addition to
assistance from other CNMI and US federal agencies.

CRM is mandated with managing both the use and preservation of Saipan's natural
resources. The large amount of geographic and descriptive information involved in any
resource management decision makes CRM's mandate a true challenge. Use of a GIS
may improve the ability of CRM staff to make those decisions, such as setting siting and
mitigation requirements for proposed developments along Saipan's shoreline. The
Saipan Watershed Resource Atlas and the resource data library created in this project will
improve CNMI agencies' access to information for resource allocation decisions. It will
also help promote integration of GIS into the CNMI's resource management process.

Primary goals of this project were to: 1) collect Saipan resource data in digital forms;
2) determine the most appropriate data for a resource atlas; 3) convert and edit the data
collected to a standard format for storage and later distribution to resource organizations;
4) create the Saipan Watershed Resource Atlas; and 5) increase the GIS skills of staff in
CRM and other CNMI agencies.

RESULTS

My local counterpart and I conducted a survey of public and private resource
management organizations in the CNMI to help guide our choice of information for the
resource atlas. We then collected digital data on island resources from a number of
CNMI agencies, a private firm and US federal agencies to produce. a resource library.

CRM procured the software, ArcView, and hardware required to create a high quality
GIS, capable of preparing the collected data for the atlas, producing the atlas and
supporting future resource management projects. My counterpart and I did extensive data
conversion and editing to prepare the resource information for the atlas. CRM now has all
of the collected resource data formatted for use with ArcView GIS software. In the near
future, CRM plans to make the data available to other CNMI agencies on CD-
ROMs.
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This project resulted in the creation of a resource atlas of Saipan's major watershed areas.
The atlas includes resource maps of the watersheds as well as a few sections of text. The
text includes an explanation of basic GIS functions and a list of sources for data used in
the atlas. The text also included a section describing how human activities and natural
events have affected Saipan's resources. In the future, CRM plans to distribute copies of
the atlas to decision makers and others with natural resource interests in the CNMI.

CRM sponsored a one week ArcView GIS workshop and invited staff from a number of
other CNMI agencies. CRM staff and representatives of four other agencies attended.
Hopefully, the participants' new enthusiasm for GIS will lead to further integration of
GIS in CNMI resource management activities.

RECOMMENDATIONS

To maintain the momentum toward more effective use of CNMI resource information
with a GIS, the work done in this project should continue. The following
recommendations are meant to maximize the effectiveness of this project and to promote
continued cooperation and coordination between resource management organizations in
the CNMI.

Coastal Resources Management Division

Complete atlas and data distribution.
In the near future, CRM should produce copies of the Saipan Watershed Resource
Atlas for distribution in the CNMI. CRM should also complete its plan to produce
CD-ROM copies of collected resource data for use in other GIS programs.

Continue data collection for CNMI atlases.
CRM staff, in coordination with other CNMI agencies, should update the atlas
information and expand the types of data it includes. CRM should also pursue
data collection and atlas production for the other islands of the CNMI.

Integrate GIS into the CRM management process.
CRM should integrate GIS into its regular operations for more effective resource
information management. Specifically, CRM could use GIS to help its permitting
and enforcement sections coordinate their shared information more effectively.

Establish a working GIS section.
A separate CRM GIS section could maintain data availability for CRM staff and
other resource managers in the CNMI. Additional staff dedicated to the GIS work
would allow CRM to use GIS for special projects, such as additional atlases, as

well as for daily operations.
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Continue to upgrade CRM staff skills in GIS.
CRM should continue to offer periodic GIS training to its staff and other CNMI
resource managers. My counterpart should also receive additional GIS training,
particularly in the ARC/INFO program, which requires more detailed training
than this project allowed.

Coordinate with other CNMI agencies on data distribution.
Both the CNMI Inter-Agency Watershed Planning Group and the CNMI
Electronic Mapping Users Group attempt to improve access to resource
information among CNMI agencies. CRM should continue to participate in those
groups and use those forums to promote a GIS-based data network among the
resource management agencies.

Other CNMI Government Agencies

> Coordinate GIS data management efforts in the CNMI.
Information remains a critical part of a GIS. The CNMI resource management
agencies should first focus on easy and open access to data for GIS use. The
agencies should send copies of their resource data to one collection and
distribution point. An independent government office could administer that data
library for use by groups working with CNMI resources.

Share GIS knowledge and standards.
CNMI agencies have different missions and their use of data may vary widely.
To share their data and still have the flexibility to specialize their management
systems, they should use a GIS package which allows maximum functionality and
versatility. The ARC/INFO, ArcView GIS set is a good example of such a
package. The agencies should also continue to share GIS knowledge in workshops
and other meetings.
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INTRODUCTION

UNIVERSITY OF OREGON MICRONESIA AND SOUTH PACIFIC PROGRAM

Since 1990, the University of Oregon Micronesia and South Pacific Program (MSPP) has

provided technical assistance to the Federated States of Micronesia, the Republic of

Palau, the Republic of the Marshall Islands, American Samoa and the Commonwealth of

the Northern Mariana Islands. Experts in planning, education, resource management,

public policy, architecture, and other fields provide technical assistance to agencies in

these countries, helping them find solutions for emerging problems and tasks. During the

three-month period of assistance, the Technical Assistant (TA) gains cross-cultural

experience and transfers knowledge and skills to a local counterpart in the agency

sponsoring the TA, helping the agency to become more independent from outside

support. Chuck Schonder worked as the TA on this project, with the help of his

counterpart, John Jordan, and the rest of the Coastal Resource Management Division.

COASTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT DIVISION

The Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands (CNMI) established the Coastal

Resources Management program in 1980 to promote the conservation and wise use of its

natural resources. A few years later, CNMI legislation created the Coastal Resource

Management Division (CRM), as the agency responsible for permitting of all proposed

activities within designated Areas of Particular Concern (APC). Those APCs include the

lagoon and reef areas, wetlands, mangroves, and areas within 150 feet of the shoreline.

CRM is also the permitting agency for activities outside of those APCs which have a

significant impact on island resources. CRM has an active enforcement section which

monitors activities for compliance with permits and established regulations.
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BACKGROUND

In the last decade, Saipan has experienced extremely rapid economic and population

growth. A great deal of this growth has occurred adjacent to the large western lagoon,

with hotels, shops for tourists and garment factories taking up much of the space. Other

parts of the island have also seen significant development, particularly in the forms of

golf courses and resorts. At the same time, the population of Saipan has increased over 30

per cent. Consequences of the economic and population growth include intensified use of

pre-existing infrastructure, increased numbers of proposed developments with uncertain

environmental risks, and increased conflicts over the use and management of marine and

watershed resources.

The future success ofSaipan's economic development depends on resource management

decisions made today. Tourism, Saipan's largest economic sector, relies heavily on a

healthy marine environment for its aesthetic value and its recreational use. Saipan has an

extensive coral reef system which attracts snorkelers and SCUBA divers from around the

world. Other popular marine activities include jet skiing, para-sailing, windsurfing and

fishing. Although CNMI manages those activities to reduce user conflicts, their

cumulative effects can have serious, negative impacts on the natural environment. Too

many divers touching coral can cause serious damage to a reef. Oil from boats and jet

skis can also damage coral and fish in the surrounding waters.

Activities on land also have significant impacts on the marine environment. Surface

erosion from roads and recently cleared land may change the near-shore environment and

make the area unhealthy for local marine species. Laulau Bay, a popular fishing,

snorkeling and diving location, is experiencing heavy surface run-off from surrounding

areas. The soil and other elements running into the Bay are damaging the popular reef.

There is an urgent need to coordinate land and marine management programs to ensure

the future health of both areas.
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CRM is mandated with managing both the use and preservation of Saipan's natural

resources. The large amount of geographic and descriptive information involved in any

resource management decision makes CRM's mandate a challenge. Use of a Geographic

Information System (GIS) may improve the ability of CRM staff to make those decisions.

Examples include how siting and mitigation decisions for proposed developments will

impact the surrounding areas. The GIS based Saipan Watershed Resource Atlas produced

in this project will improve CNMI agencies' access to information critical to resource

allocation decisions. It will also help promote further integration of GIS into the resource

management process in the CNMI. In the future, CRM may use the GIS developed in this

project to improve coordination between sections within the office, as well as with other

CNMI agencies.

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

To improve general access to information on Saipan's natural resources and to help

CRM create a more efficient information management system, my local counterpart and I

set the following objectives for project work between mid-June and October, 1997:

1. Collect Saipan resource data in digital forms.

Because of project time constraints, we chose to collect only resource data

available in computer ready formats. We planned to collect all digital data

available on CNMI natural resources and infrastructure systems.

2. Determine the most appropriate data for a resource atlas.

To make the atlas as effective as possible, it should include the resource

information which decision makers would find most useful. A survey of resource

managers was chosen to fulfill this objective.

3. Convert and edit the data collected to a standard format for storage and later

distribution to resource organizations.

Although collected data was limited to digital forms, not all digital data
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is accessible through a GIS. To create an atlas and a useful collection of data for

future GIS work, all data collected would be converted to a GIS format. The

ArcView GIS `shape' file was chosen for this project.

4. Create the Saipan Watershed Resource Atlas.

The Saipan Watershed Resource Atlas would act as the primary means for the

distribution of the collected resource data. It would also provide an example to

other CNMI resource management agencies of the potential GIS has to assist their

work.

5. Increase the GIS skills of staff in CRM and other CNMI agency.

To make effective use of the new GIS in the CRM office, CRM staff should

receive training in that information management tool. To promote communication

and cooperation between CNMI resource management agencies, non-CRM staff

should receive training in the GIS used by CRM. I chose to lead a one week

ArcView GIS workshop for CRM and other agency staff to fulfill this objective.

CRM agreed to sponsor the workshop.
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METHODOLOGY

ASSESS AVAILABLE RESOURCE DATA

Reed Perkins, a Technical Assistant to CRM in 1996, created a list of resource data

available among CNMI agencies. We planned to use that list as a starting point in our

search for data. We would contact the agencies noted in Reed's list and inquire about

digital data on CNMI resources. We would also request referrals to other groups with

resource information and contact them with similar inquiries for data.

CREATE CRM GIS DATA LIBRARY

Once CNMI resource data had been located, the next steps in this project were to collect

the data sets and convert them to a standard format. We chose to convert all of the data

we collected to the ArcView GIS format. We would not use all of the data collected in

our GIS based atlas. However, a collection of data in a standard GIS format would allow

future use of the data in GIS applications to proceed more efficiently. CRM staff had

determined that the ArcView system offered the most cost effective and user friendly GIS

package for the atlas.

SHARE RESOURCE INFORMATION

As mentioned previously in this report, one major goal of this project was to increase

communication and cooperation among the various CNMI resource management

agencies. We chose to pursue that goal in two ways, by making digital data available to

other organizations, and by producing an atlas for use in resource management

work.
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CRM would make the GIS resource data collection available to other groups. Initially,

CRM would make the data available on computer diskettes at its Saipan office. Later,

CRM would provide CD-ROM copies of the resource data library. The CD would make

the information easier to distribute and that might improve general access to the data.

Another way to increase cooperative use of resource data is to make a visual

representations of the information available to management agencies. The Saipan

Watershed Resource Atlas, one major product of this project, was proposed to fill that

role. After collecting and converting CNMI resource data, we would use a GIS to create

the atlas. Before actual work began on the atlas, we would send a survey to resource

management groups on Saipan to learn what information they would find useful in an

atlas. We would use the survey results to guide our choice of data for the atlas. After

production of the first atlas with the ArcView GIS, CRM would make copies of the atlas

available for future distribution.

As the title suggests, the Saipan Watershed Resource Atlas was proposed to show

Saipan's resources at the watershed scale. This approach would allow resource planners a

better view of resource relationships than maps based on political boundaries. As an

example, the atlas would show the water run-off path from a proposed development

through the entire watershed to the ocean. A map based on political boundaries would

only show run-off within a district. The atlas will therefore allow a planner or regulator

to easily check if a new development would add pollutants to a previously stressed

section of the nearshore environment.

Because we expected to include many types of resource data in the atlas, my counterpart

and I decided we could not easily fit all of the information on just a few maps for each

watershed. They would become to visually crowded and unreadable. We were also

hesitant to divide the resource information into a large number of maps for each

watershed. That would make it more difficult to compare sets of data for a specific area.

We proposed to print four paper `base' maps with basic geographic features,
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such as roads and topography, for each watershed. We would print the remaining

resource data for each watershed on transparent sheets. Atlas users could then choose the

overlays with data specific to their needs, lay them together on a base map and analyze

resource relationships without the visual crowding of extra data.

INCREASE STAFF SKILLS IN GIS

During the summer of 1996, staff from CRM and other CNMI agencies received

introductory ArcView GIS training from Reed Perkins, Technical Assistant to CRM.

Because the staff did not have access to GIS after that training, they could not maintain

their GIS skills. CRM agreed to sponsor an ArcView GIS workshop during this project

for its own staff and personnel from other agencies. The workshop would help staff from

the previous training review their skills. It would also allow additional staff to gain the

knowledge necessary to use CRM's new GIS in their resource management work.

Because we had time constraints in this project and agency staff could not commit to

training over a long time period, we proposed a one-week, intensive introductory

workshop. We also proposed that the workshop take place toward the end of this project.

That would allow us to use the collected and converted data on Saipan's resources for

examples relevant to staff work on Saipan.
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DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES

DISTRIBUTE, COLLECT AND USE DATA SURVEY

Soon after the project began, my counterpart and I created a survey for Saipan's resource

management organizations to determine what types of data they would find useful in an

atlas. We used a list of available digital resource data created the previous year by Reed

Perkins, Technical Assistant to CRM, to help us create the survey. We distributed

twenty-eight surveys to CNMI and US federal resource agencies, a private firm and a few

college instructors. Three weeks after distribution, we had received or collected eighteen

completed surveys. We used those to help us choose data for the atlas. The additional

comments section of the survey offered CRM an important list of data types to include in

future data collections. See Appendix A for the survey format and a summary of survey

results.

RESEARCH AND WRITE RESOURCE USE HISTORY

My counterpart and I chose to include four sections of text in the atlas. These include: 1)

an explanation of how to use the atlas; 2) information on the data used in the atlas; 3) a

brief history of how human activities and natural events have impacted Saipan's resource

base; and 4) an introduction to GIS with an explanation of how GIS relates to the atlas.

The first text section, How to use this atlas, is a one page explanation of how the atlas

divides Saipan into its major watershed areas. It also describes how the atlas' transparent

overlays can be used in resource analysis. The next section has information on atlas data,

known as Metadata. It includes where we collected the data, when we collected the data,

the original and final digital formats and file names for each data set. A
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resource manager may require source and reference information to get specific details on

atlas data. That type of information can be crucial in resource management work when

data accuracy is important. See Appendix B for the Metadata list.

Historic impacts on the people and resources of Saipan, Northern Mariana Islands

makes up a majority of the text. To write this section as accurately as possible, my

counterpart and I researched the topic using historic documents from the Northern

Mariana Islands College. We also arranged interviews with knowledgeable Saipan

residents. Appendix C includes this section of text and a reference list.

I wrote the introduction to GIS based on my college level GIS courses and my experience

with this and other GIS projects. My counterpart reviewed and edited the GIS section for

consistency with the project goals. See Appendix D for the GIS text.

COLLECT AVAILABLE RESOURCE DATA

To create the CRM GIS data library for use in resource management projects, we first

had to collect the information. After contacting the groups included in Reed Perkins' list

of available data sources, my counterpart and I visited a number of organizations and

collected digital data on CNMI resources. Over approximately four weeks, we collected

data from the following offices on Saipan: Commonwealth Utilities Corporation;

Department of Commerce; Department of Public Works; Division of Environmental

Quality; Division of Public Lands; US Geological Survey (USGS); US National Park

Service; and the US National Resource Conservation Service (NCRS).

My counterpart and I visited Guam and collected important data from Duenas and

Associates, the local NCRS office, and Dr. Leroy Heitz of the University of Guam. We

also collected data from sources outside Saipan via electronic transfer, including the US

Fish and Wildlife Service and USGS.
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CONVERT DATA

As we collected or received resource data from various groups, my counterpart and I

converted the data to the ArcView GIS format known as the `shape' file. A majority of

the data came in Computer Aided Design (CAD) formats, either a `dwg' or `dxf file. A

few of the data sets came in other GIS formats, specifically the ARC/INFO and GRASS

formats. Because the data often came in different projections and coordinate systems, we

had to convert the data to standards for those as well. We chose the coordinate and

projection systems of the USGS digital topographic data we had received for Saipan.

That data had the most precise and accurate representation of Saipan's coastline and

would therefore act as a good base map for the other data sets.

We used ArcView's CAD extension and `world' file conversion system to rotate the

coordinate systems of the CAD files to the standard we chose. The ARC/INFO files we

collected or received all came in our standard projection system, so we converted those

directly to ArcView `shape' files. We used computer facilities at the NRCS office in

Guam to convert our GRASS files to CAD files, which we later converted with the CAD

extension and `world' file system. At the end of the conversion work, the CRM GIS data

library was complete and ready for use in this and other ArcView GIS projects.

CREATE ATLAS

Once we had converted all of the collected data to a standard format, my counterpart and

I were ready to prepare the data for the atlas. Our first task was to choose which data sets

to include in the atlas. We used the survey described earlier in this report as a guide.

Because the atlas would show resource information for individual watershed areas and all

of the data we collected on Saipan covered the entire island, we had to divide
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the GIS files by watersheds. We used a number of methods to divide the data with

ArcView GIS. We first created separate boundary files for the individual watershed areas.

We used the boundary files as templates for the rest of our work. For some files,

particularly the `arc' files, we split arcs at the watershed boundaries and deleted all arcs

outside of the watershed of interest. For point files, we deleted all points outside of each

watershed. We used either the Union or Intersect command to divide polygon files into

areas contained within a specific watershed.

After dividing all of the chosen data into watershed areas, we reviewed our layout plans

for the atlas, collected any remaining materials required for printing, printed and put

together the atlas. Previously, we had decided to print the first atlas at an 11 inch by 17

inch size. That would allow us to print the atlas at a scale of 1:28,000, which would in

turn allow its users more detailed views of the resources shown in the atlas.

We created a standard layout for maps, and printed them for each watershed. We printed

a few maps of the entire island, a watershed index, a display of marine monitoring sites

around the island, and a display of off-shore areas of management interest. We made a

folder for each watershed area's transparencies. We then bound the folders with the

watershed base maps, the maps of the entire island and the text to complete the Saipan

Watershed Resource Atlas. In the near future, CRM plans to make copies of the atlas for

distribution to interested groups.

HOLD A GIS WORKSHOP

Because CRM now has a working GIS and a resource data library, the agency could

increase its efficiency in information management. It could also help improve cooperative

information use among many CNMI agencies There is a need to improve staff GIS skill

to take advantage of CRM's new system.
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As described earlier in this report, CRM agreed to sponsor an ArcView GIS workshop.

We contacted other CNMI resource management agencies and invited the staff who

would most likely do computer based information management work. I led the workshop

for one week in late August. I used Saipan resource data for all workshop activities and

examples to give participants a better sense of how GIS might fit into their work. See

Appendix E for a list of workshop topics.

We had nine participants in the workshop. CRM staff attended, as well as representatives

of the Commonwealth Utilities Corporation, the Department of Public Works, the

Division of Environmental Quality, the Division of Public Lands and the US Geological

Survey. The participants' new GIS knowledge may lead to further integration of GIS in

CNMI resource management work. My counterpart plans to offer additional GIS training

to the workshop participants and other interested agency personnel in the future.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are meant to maximize the effectiveness of this project

and to promote continued cooperation and coordination between resource management

organizations in the CNMI.

Coastal Resources Management Division

Complete atlas and data distribution.

One fundamental purpose of this project was to improve access to Saipan resource

information for the decision makers and other people of the CNMI. One atlas and

one complete set of the information collected for a data library existed at the end

of September, 1997. In the near future, CRM should produce copies of the atlas

for distribution in the CNMI. CRM should also complete its plan to produce CD-

ROM copies of the digital data for inclusion in other GIS programs.

Continue data collection for CNMI atlases.

The atlas produced in this project will make resource information more easily

available to more people in the CNMI. However, resource information changes

with time and the first atlas was limited in scope. CRM staff, in coordination with

other CNMI agencies, should update the atlas information and expand the types of

data it includes. CRM should also pursue data collection and atlas production for

the other islands of the CNMI.

Integrate GIS into the CRM management process.

Now that high quality GIS equipment exists in the CRM office and GIS has

proven its usefulness with this project, CRM should integrate GIS into its

management system. Specifically, CRM can use GIS to help its permitting and

enforcement sections share their data more efficiently.
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Establish a working GIS section.

A separate CRM GIS section, guided by an established set of priorities, could

maintain data availability for CRM staff and other resource managers. Additional

staff would allow CRM to use GIS for special projects, such as additional atlases,

as well as for daily operations.

Continue to upgrade CRM staff skills in GIS.

Twice in the past two years, Technical Assistants have provided in-house GIS

training to available CRM staff. CRM should continue to offer periodic GIS

training to CRM staff and other CNMI resource managers. That would improve

the usefulness of GIS in CRM work. The project counterpart should also receive

additional GIS training, particularly in the ARC/INFO program, which requires

more detailed training than this project allowed.

Coordinate with other CNMI agencies on data distribution.

Both the CNMI Inter-Agency Watershed Planning Group and the CNMI

Electronic Mapping Users Group have attempted to improve access to resource

information among CNMI agencies in the past. CRM should continue to

participate in these groups and use these forums to promote a GIS-based data

network among the various resource management agencies.

Other CNMI Government Agencies

Coordinate GIS data management efforts in the CNMI.

Information is a critical part of a GIS, so CNMI agencies should first focus on

easy and open access to data for more effective GIS use. The agencies should

send copies of their resource data to a collection and distribution area. An

independent office could administer that data library for groups working with

CNMI resources.
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Share GIS knowledge and standards.

In the past, CNMI agencies have used different GIS software packages for their

management work. The agencies have different missions and their uses of data

vary widely. To share their data and still have the ability to specialize their GIS

programs, they should use a GIS package which allows maximum functionality

and flexibility. The ARC/INFO, ArcView GIS set is an example of such a

package. The agencies should also cooperate in GIS training whenever possible.
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CONCLUSIONS

This project served as an important step in. improving CNMI's inter-agency cooperation

in collection and distribution of resource information. A number of resource management

agencies offered data to CRM for this project. CRM returned the gesture by creating a

resource data library and a resource atlas for those agencies and the wider CNMI

community. CRM demonstrated how sharing resource data among agencies can be

beneficial for all groups involved.

This project also provided a demonstration of how GIS can help make CNMI resource

information management more effective. The atlas and the GIS data library this project

produced will provide more resource information than individual CNMI agencies could

access in the past. Future work planned during this project, such as integration of the

databases of different CRM sections with a GIS, will show how GIS can improve

management efficiency as well.

The CNMI agencies which control the use and conservation of natural resources now

appear close to an era of improved cooperation and communication. In past years,

representatives of the agencies have met to discuss and coordinate some projects. The

Inter-Agency Watershed Planning Group and the Electronic Mapping Users Group have

supported inter-agency projects and provided support for this project. To take the next

step in information coordination, the agencies could create a group for central resource

data collection and distribution. The `data group' could provide better access to

information required by a number of agencies. It could also reduce the amount of

repetitive work done in collecting or creating data.

To make data sharing the most efficient, the agencies should agree on a standard format

for data collection and distribution. This project has demonstrated the usefulness of GIS

in integration of information from a variety of sources. This project also contributed to

the training of agency staff in a specific system, a crucial part of making a
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standard format useful among the agencies. Inter-agency training, sponsored by CRM

and other groups, can continue to improve the likely success of cooperation among

resource agencies.

CRM now has a working GIS with the ability to create digital data from paper maps,

convert data from other digital formats, analyze data and create graphics with specialized

information. CRM could share their GIS knowledge, experiences and the equipment until

other agencies establish their own systems. Once again, CRM could provide an example

of how cooperation between groups can benefit all involved.
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APPENDIX A-1: RESOURCE DATA SURVEY RESULTS

Watershed Atlas Data Priority Survey Results

Data Layer # of %High %Medium %Low
responses Priority Priority Priorit

Saipan boundary 15 67 27
y

7
Watershed boundaries 17 76 12 12
APCs 13 76 27 7
Streams/ Water bodies 16 56 31 13
Wells 18 33 28 39
Critical recharge areas 18 44 28 28
Groundwater lens 18 44 28 28
Water distribution 17 41 24 35
Sewage lines/ outflow 16 63 6 31

Precipitation 17 41 18 41

Erosion rates/ Storm 17 53 24 24
drainage
Soils types 17 65 18 18
Geology 14 29 36 36
Topography 15 73 13 13

Vegetation 17 65 18 18
Public beaches 16 31 19 50
Endangered species 15 53 27 20
Land use/Properties 16 63 31 6
Comm/ Power lines 16 31 25 38
Roads/Trails 16 56 31 13
Haz/Solid waste areas 16 44 31 25
Coastal erosion/ accretion 16 31 31 38
Lagoon/Shoreline use 16 44 25 31

Lagoon/Shoreline conserve 14 50 21 29
areas
Lagoon/Shoreline habitats 15 40 27 33
Major developments 16 56 31 13
Election precincts 17 18 18 65
Wetlands 16 75 6 19
Structures 14 36 29 36
Historic/Archeology Sites 17 53 12 35
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Appendix A-2: Watershed Atlas Data Survey

Resource Information Priority Level
High/ Medium/ Low

Saipan Boundary

Watershed Boundaries

Areas of Particular Concern
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Streams/Water bodies
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Wells
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Groundwater Critical Recharge Areas
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Groundwater Lens
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Sewage Lines/ Outflow Points
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Precipitation Rates
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?
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Priority Level
High/ Medium/ Low

Erosion Rates/ Storm Drainage
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Soil Types
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Geology
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Topography
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Vegetation
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Public Beaches
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Endangered Species Habitats/ Conservation Areas
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Land Use/ Property Boundaries
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Communication/ Power Lines
What details would you include in this data layer?
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Priority Level
High/ Medium/ Low

Roads/ Trails
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Hazardous/ Solid Waste Areas
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Coastal Erosion/ Accretion Rates
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Lagoon/ Shoreline Use
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Lagoon / Shoreline Conservation Areas
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Lagoon / Shoreline Habitats
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Major Developments
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Wetlands
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?
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Priority Level
High/ Medium/ Low

Structures
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Historical/ Archeology Sites
What details would you include in this data layer?

How would your organization use this information?

Additional Information Not Listed Above:
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APPENDIX A-3: ATLAS METADATA

Layer Name Collection Original Original Final Final

in Atlas Source Date Format File Name Format File Name

Monitoring Sites DEQ Apr-97 paper map N/A ArcView deqwtr.shp

Watershed Index NRCS Aug-97 GRASS swhed.dg ArcView wtrshed.shp

Secondary Roads DPW Jul-97 CAD sroads.dwg ArcView sroads.shp

Primary Roads DPW Jul-97 CAD proads.dwg ArcView proads.shp

Other Roads DPW Jul-97 CAD croads.dwg ArcView croads.shp

Reefs USFW Aug-97 Arc/INFO saipan ArcView reefs.shp

Geology USGS Mar-97 Arc/INFO geology ArcView geology.shp

Elevation USGS Jul-97 Arc/INFO saitopo ArcView topo.shp

Soil Types NRCS Aug-97 GRASS ssoil.dlg ArcView soil.shp

Slopes NRCS Aug-97 GRASS ssoil.dlg ArcView slope.shp

Boat Ramp Duenas Aug-97 CAD ewu.dwg ArcView dive&etc.shp

Proposed Boat Ramp Duenas Aug-97 CAD pwu.dwg ArcView dive&etc.shp

Marina Duenas Aug-97 CAD ewu.dwg ArcView dive&etc.shp

Proposed Marina Duenas Aug-97 CAD pwu.dwg ArcView dive&etc.shp

Dive Locations Duenas Aug-97 CAD dive.dwg ArcView dive&etc.shp

Seawalker Duenas Aug-97 CAD sw.dwg ArcView dive&etc.shp

Wind Surfing Duenas Aug-97 CAD ewu.dwg ArcView dive&etc.shp

Picnic Areas DPL Aug-97 CAD picnic.dxf ArcView picnic.shp

Lighthouse Reserve Duenas Aug-97 CAD marine_r.dwg ArcView mres.shp

Conservation Areas DPL Aug-97 CAD consrvtn.dxf ArcView conarea.shp

Public Parks DPL Aug-97 CAD bch-park.dxf ArcView bchprk.shp

Parasailing Areas Duenas Aug-97 CAD para.dwg ArcView para.shp

Channel Duenas Aug-97 CAD aton.dwg ArcView aton.shp

Submarine Duenas Aug-97 CAD sub-1.dwg ArcView sub.shp

Banana Boat Area Duenas Aug-97 CAD ewu.dwg ArcView bboat.shp

Schools DPL Aug-97 CAD school.dxf ArcView school.shp

Churches DPL Aug-97 CAD church.dxf ArcView church.shp

Cemetary DPL Aug-97 CAD cemetary.dxf ArcView cmtry.shp

Inland Water USFW Aug-97 Arc/INFO saipan ArcView inlndwtr.shp

Streams unknown Feb-90 CAD swhed.dwg ArcView streams.shp

Faults unknown Jul-95 CAD faults.dxf ArcView faults.shp

Public Lands DPL Aug-97 CAD publand.dxf ArcView publnd.shp

Homesteads DPL Aug-97 CAD homestead.dxf ArcView hmstds.shp

Resorts DPL Aug-97 CAD resort.dxf ArcView resorts.shp

Sewer Lines CUC Jun-97 CAD sap-swr.dxf ArcView sewer.shp

Power Lines CUC Jun-97 CAD power.dxf ArcView power.shp

Water Lines CUC Jun-97 CAD water.dxf, ArcView water.shp
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APPENDIX A-4: ATLAS RESOURCE IMPACTS TEXT

HISTORIC IMPACTS
ON THE PEOPLE AND RESOURCES OF SAIPAN,

NORTHERN MARIANA ISLANDS

PREHISTORIC PERIOD
Prior to 1521

The islands of the Mariana Archipelago were probably the first islands in Micronesia to
be settled, around 1,500 - 1,800 B.C. The origin of the first settlers, the Chamorros, is
uncertain. One theory proposes that the settlers either came from eastern Indonesia or the
Philippines, possibly both.

Saipan's pre-historic landscape was largely a wooded one, broken here and there by the
early Chamorro villages and their gardens. Reflecting the importance of the sea as a
source of food, most settlements remained along the coast in villages of fifty to one
hundred and fifty huts. Interior villages were smaller, seldom consisting of more than
twenty structures.

The early Chamorros' economy was based on the soil and the sea. They hunted, fished,
gardened and collected items they needed. Their farm plots were inter-planted, storied
and were shifted when the soil became exhausted.

The Chamorros also included resources from the jungle and the ocean in their diet. In the
jungle, the early Chamorros hunted and gathered fruits, roots and herbs. The ocean
provided several resources, most commonly fish and shellfish. The Tellin shellfish was
very important to their diet until about 2,500 years ago. By that time, many embayments
had closed off to form low-lying lagoons, many of which silted up to form the current
wetlands found on the island today.

By 1000 years ago, the population of the Chamorro people had increased, causing social
change and an increased dependence on starchy food. Rice was either grown on land, as a
dry crop, or in streams and marshes. Breadfruit, coconut, yams, taro, sugarcane and
bananas occupied the higher lands. More intensive fishing techniques can also be tied to
the increased population around that time.
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SPANISH PERIOD
1521-1899

The Mariana islands were first sighted by Ferdinand Magellan on March 6, 1521. At that
time, the Chamorro population on Saipan was around 6,000. For over a hundred years
after their first contact, the native people and Spanish had very little interaction. A few
times a year, Spanish ships would anchor off Guam or Rota to get water and other
supplies. These ships would rarely venture north to Saipan. It wasn't until 1668 that the
Jesuit priests insisted steps be taken to convert the Chamorros on Saipan to Christianity.
That decision began a period of increased pressures on the people and resources of
Saipan.

The Jesuit missionaries, shortly after landing on Saipan, came into conflict with the local
people. The native customs were unacceptable to the Spanish priests and the changes
demanded by the Spanish went against the ancient Chamorro way of life. Within a few
months, the differences in culture, customs and religion sparked a tragic period of
violence.

The local people were forced to conform to Spanish secular and religious rules. As a
result, the Chamorro people endured savage abuse and, far too often, death. For
seventeen years, the Spanish and the Chamorros fought for control of Saipan. Epidemic
diseases, Smallpox in 1688 and Influenza in 1700, and the Spaniards' use of gun powder
weakened the Chamorros. The effects on the local population were devastating. The
population went from approximately 6,000 in 1521, to around 3,000 in the 1700's.

The natives who lived through the abuse and diseases were forcibly moved to mission
settlements on Saipan and Guam. The native people on Saipan had to live within ear shot
of the mission bells so their daily lives would be easier for the Spanish to monitor. In an
effort to assure complete conversion, the Spanish built two missions on Saipan. The
natives were assigned to the closest one to their farms. People were allowed to leave the
mission to tend their gardens, which were usually quite far away, but they were restricted
from going to the other mission.

Around 1730, the Saipan missions were closed and the Chamorros were moved to Guam,
leaving Saipan basically deserted until the arrival of the Carolinians, 100 years later. In
1815 a major typhoon devastated the eastern and-western Caroline islands. In response to
requests from the Carolinians, the Spanish allowed typhoon survivors to colonize Saipan
around 1830. The 100 years between 1730 and 1830 had given the island time to recover
from most human land use practices and return to a natural state.

After their arrival on Saipan, the Carolinians established the villages of Garapan and
Tanapag . Garapan was first settled, followed by Tanapag thirty to forty years later.
Garapan was the largest and was used as a trade station between Saipan and the Spanish
on Guam. The trade arrangement between the Carolinas and Guam endured until the end
of Spanish control of the Mariana Islands.
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In 1865, in order to increase farming efforts and exportation of copra in the Marianas, the
Spanish encouraged other Carolinians to settle on Saipan. They also allowed Chamorros
on Guam to return to their ancestral home. All of the changes forced on the Chamorro
people by the Spanish had caused an increased dependence on imported foods. In an
effort to reduce this need, the Spanish required each family to plant 1/2 acre of land with
crops such as sweet potatoes, taro, yams and fruit trees. Growing cacao and coffee was
permitted, but was not counted in the 1/2 acre requirement.

The Spanish introduced corn, which was added to the list of preferred crops for the 1/2
acre family plots. Domesticated pigs, cattle, water buffalo, goats, horses, sheep, cats,
dogs and tobacco were also introduced to Saipan. A short time after introduction,
tobacco became a key part of the island's economy.

Spain maintained control over the Northern Marianas for a short time after it lost Guam
to the Americans in 1898. In 1899, Spain sold its remaining interests in the Marianas to
Germany for $4,500,000. At the time of the sale to the German Government, the native
population on Saipan totaled about 1,650, of which approximately 620 were Carolinian.

GERMAN PERIOD
1899-1914

Empire expansion and investment possibilities were the main reasons the Germans
purchased the island of Saipan from Spain. It was estimated that at least 50,000 coconut
trees were planted between the years 1900 and 1913. Copra, the dried meat of the mature
coconut, had been in great demand in Europe since the 1860's. In 1901, the Germans
exported 400 tons of copra to Japan. Two years later, 920 tons were exported. Over the
next several years a series of typhoons hit the island; the copra exportation never again
reached the levels attained in 1903.

Soon after landing, a German officer noted that the local people used coconuts in many
ways. The coconut supplied the natives with food, drink and oil. The shell was used as a
container and the husk was vital for the production of rope. The juice of the coconut, with
a little effort, produced vinegar and alcohol. However, despite all of the local knowledge
and experience with coconuts, the work force was far to small to reach the production
goals set by German officials.

The Germans tried to attract Chamorros from Guam to Saipan by offering free land and
passage in exchange for growing coconut trees. A homestead program was started which
offered the arriving Chamorros and Carolinians at least 2 1/2 acres of land. Plots were
cleared and titles issued to individual owners rather than clans or families. The homestead
land, along with any other land with good soil, was often confiscated from those who
failed to produce enough copra.

There were land leases issued during the Spanish administration that became a point of
concern for the German administration. The most common problems were with
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land leases issued for cattle grazing. These areas were usually quite large and on fairly
level ground, perfect for the production of copra. The Germans honored most Spanish
leases, as long as all grazing areas were fenced and a large percentage of the land
supported coconut cultivation. Otherwise, the land would be confiscated.

Early in the development of the copra venture, land once used for family gardens had
sometimes been taken for the growing of coconut trees. Over time, the island people
again became very dependent on imported foods. To lessen the need for imported rice
and other foods, the German administration brought back the old Spanish regulation
requiring each family to plant 1/2 acre with edible crops and fruit trees. The growing of
tobacco, cacao and coffee were again permitted, but did not count in the 1/2 acre
requirement.

In addition to a garden, most families had several domesticated animals. On Saipan, there
were about 400 domesticated cows and an estimated 100 more in the wild. Almost every
Chamorro and Carolinian family owned at least one cow. The cows were fed in the
traditional manner; they were tied to a tree in the jungle with a long rope and left to
search for food. Twice a day the location of the cow was changed.

The cows produced very little milk and didn't have much fat. The Germans considered
the meat to be of inferior quality. At two years old, the cows were turned into beasts of
burden. They were used to pull ox-carts, to transport people and move goods. Other
domesticated animals included oxen, pigs, chickens, pigeons and dogs.

As they do today, the local people liked to hunt and fish. Bats were shot in the day and
were captured at night with nets. Gulls were caught at night, using torches. Coconut crabs
were caught by hand, after rotting coconuts bait was placed near their holes.

Due to strict Spanish rules and the loss of navigation skills, the Chamorros usually kept
their fishing canoes within the reef. The outrigger canoe was made of Dugdug or Lemai,
breadfruit trees, and measured 3 to 6 meters long. From the shore, the Chamorros would
catch fish using weighted nets. These nets averaged 4 meters across and could be thrown
out up to 8 meters.

Both the Chamorros and Carolinians caught turtles by hand. When female turtles were
caught, the natives sometimes tied them to the reef to attract male turtles. The shells of
the turtles were of little use. The shells were very thin and were normally consumed by
the fire during cooking.

When the German administration noticed a drop in the population of several species of
animals on the island, they started Saipan's first conservation plan. Hunting certain
species of animals, like the wild deer, was completely prohibited. There were also limits
put on hunting wild pigs, cattle, chickens and goats. The Germans patrolled the areas that
were frequently used by the protected animal species. All of these conservation measures
were enforced until the end of the German administration.
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Native doctors were never restricted from collecting their medicines from the jungle,
even from areas frequented by the protected animals. The local doctors treated their
patients with several natural remedies including cuttings from forest trees, plants and
roots. The doctors often ground these ingredients into herbal broths and powders.

In 1900, the locals were given a smallpox vaccine by German doctors. Smallpox was the
disease that had claimed the most lives during the Spanish period. The German
administration trained some native women as mid-wives. This helped reduce the infant
mortality rate. By 1905, better medical care and cleaner drinking water, piped into the
villages from wells, had caused an increase in population on the island.

Other improvements during the German period on Saipan included several buildings and
roads that were completed during the early 1900's. These included schools, an
administration building, churches, residences for teachers and a hospital. Six miles of
roads from Tanapag to Garapan were added to the islands infrastructure by 1902. Later,
the road was extended to Lau Lau bay to help transport goods from supply ships to town.
All the buildings, roads and bridges were repaired when needed and remained in fairly
good condition until 1914, when German control ended.

JAPANESE PERIOD
1914-1944

In August of 1914, Imperial Japanese Marines waded ashore on Saipan and took
possession of the island. Japanese acquisition of the island occurred without any loss of
life. In 1921, the Japanese met with the League of Nations to establish international
recognition of their control of Saipan, and other islands in the Mariana chain. The only
significant restriction put on Japan by the League was that the island could not be
fortified for military purposes.

Japanese businessmen had been on Saipan for several years before the marines landed.
The first Japanese business was established in 1893, during the Spanish administration.
All of the Japanese businesses on Saipan during the Spanish period owned their own
ships. These ships would bring tools, food, iron pots and pans and other kitchen items to
Saipan. The ships returned to Japan with copra. Large companies continued this practice
throughout the Japanese period.

In 1915, Japanese scientists were sent to Saipan to examine both land and marine
resources for possible business ventures. Japan also sent doctors to provide medical
attention to island residents. Japanese officials were very concerned with the spread of
disease to the immigrant workers they intended to bring to Saipan.

In an effort to maximize their future investments in Saipan, the Japanese government
claimed all unused lands. The entire island was surveyed, including government and
privately owned lands. Early in the administration, Japanese individuals could
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not buy or sell land, but could only rent or lease it for up to ten years. The law was
changed in 1931, allowing Japanese citizens to buy private land if they had permission
from the government.

As more Japanese people moved to Saipan, a local renter class emerged. The local
Chamorros and Carolinians rented and leased their village lands to the Japanese and
moved to their farms. This trend continued until all the villages on Saipan became
dominated by the Japanese. As much as 75% of the lands owned by the Chamorros and
Carolinians were rented or leased to the Japanese.

On the farms, the locals were left with enough land for a ranch house and a small garden.
The locals lived off the rent or lease payments, store credits, private employment, fishing
and farming. Credit given to the natives at the stores was a source of serious problems for
a few individuals. Since the concept of credit was relatively new to the people of Saipan,
some built up very large debts and either lost their land or were sent to work on other
islands to pay the debts.

Many islanders received on-the-job training and became hospital technicians, nurses,
schoolteachers, blacksmiths and carpenters. The majority of the local population turned
from farming to wage-based employment for their livelihood. The decreasing numbers of
farmers on the island increased the numbers of immigrant workers needed for sugar
production, which would become the biggest cash crop of the period.

In 1921, Haruji Matsue , the Sugar King, started his sugarcane efforts on Saipan. He had
the coconut trees from the German administration, many of which were infested with
insects, and other native vegetation. removed. Eventually, 62% of Saipan was used for
sugarcane production during this period.

To meet his goal of a large first sugar shipment to Japan, Mr. Matsue brought Okinawan
tenant farmers and Korean workers to Saipan. These immigrants worked on land that Mr.
Matsue divided into 30-acre squares, with windbreaks and roads along their boundaries.
The squares were then divided into 10-acre lots for individual farmers. A majority of this
land had to be planted with sugar cane; the rest could be planted in other crops for sale or
family use.

Transportation of the sugarcane to the processing factory quickly showed itself as the
weak link in the new sugar cane business. Adding a narrow gauge railroad line solved the
problem. With the help of the immigrant workers and the railroad line, Mr. Matsue sent
his first shipment of sugar to Japan. Running at capacity, Saipan was able to produce
640,000 tons of sugar a year.

In 1926, the sugarcane company improved the return on its investment by building an
alcohol distillery next to the sugarcane refinery. The distillery used the molasses left over
from the cane refining process and separated out its alcohol content. After a little more
processing at the distillery, the system produced whiskey for local use and export
purposes.
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As the sugar and whisky production began to rise, a more efficient harbor was needed to
handle the increased shipping traffic. In 1932, work was completed on Saipan's Tanapag
harbor, allowing ships with a draft up to 28 feet to pull alongside the new jetties. At the
same time, the harbor was developed to accommodate amphibious aircraft.

The tuna industry became the second largest industry on Saipan in the Japanese period.
Large boats, usually based out of Tanapag harbor, caught fish using a long line fishing
technique. Up to 100 fishhooks were put on one line and then dragged behind the boat.
Family owned fishing businesses were mainly interested in catching a smaller tuna called
Bonita. The fish caught were cleaned and prepared at a processing plant and then shipped
to Japan. Other ocean based industries during this time included sea cucumber harvesting,
collecting shark fins, shark liver oil, hawks bill turtles and shells for buttons and jewelry.

Due to the development of Tanapag harbor and its concentration of government
activities, Garapan experienced tremendous growth. With a population of 15,000, the
paved streets of Garapan experienced heavy foot, bicycle and automobile traffic. Public
facilities in Garapan and around the island included a post office, hospital, paved roads,
docks and wharves, electricity, telephone lines, a police station, a district court, a prison,
a community social hall and several public schools. Until 1934, all buildings on Saipan
were used for non-military purposes. After 1934, the Military Manpower Law forced
local people to work on air fields and other military structures for use by Japanese troops.

During the 1930's and early 1940's, Japan expanded its territorial control over much of
western Asia and the eastern Pacific Ocean. After Japan bombed Pearl Harbor, Hawaii in
1941, American military forces moved against Pacific islands under Japanese control. As
the American invasion of Saipan grew closer, the rights of the Chamorros and
Carolinians on Saipan began to fade away. They were not only forced to work for the
military, often without pay, they were also forced out of their homes to make room for
Japanese troops. Just days before the American invasion, the Japanese ordered all local
people to their farms and all village buildings were confiscated for military use.

AMERICAN PERIOD
1944 - Present

American military forces put Japanese fortifications in Saipan to the test starting June 12,
1944. Three days of intense bombing preceded the American invasion of Saipan. The
bombing concentrated on military targets in Garapan and Chalan Kanoa and leveled those
towns. The US attack involved more than 105,000 US troops and over 500 ships. Not
only did that large force eventually cripple the local Japanese military contingent, it
damaged much of the island's resources.

By 16 June, the US military had control of most of southern Saipan. By the end of June,
they had advanced as far north as Mt. Takpochau. On 6 July, the Japanese launched their
last major assault on American forces. The Japanese consolidated their remaining troops,
around 3,000 men, near Matansa Village and launched a suicidal attack against
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the American forces. By mid-July, most of the island had been cleared of Japanese
forces. Much of the extensive, pre-war agricultural system was eliminated as a result of
the fighting. The invasion caused serious damage to the near-shore reefs where troops
had come ashore. The invasion also littered the lagoon with tanks, amphibious vehicles
and other remnants of the initial American beach landings.

Despite continued fighting in small pockets across Saipan, American forces began a
massive construction mission on the island. First, they increased the capacity of Aslito
airfield and renamed it Isley field. To prepare the airfield for the arrival of America's
newest plane, the B-29 Superfortress, US forces built two new runways, 186 buildings
.and a special road between the airfield and a nearby coral quarry. During the field's
construction, trucks left the quarry every 20 seconds, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
That operation moved over 4 million cubic yards of rock and coral from the quarry to the
airfield.

The US Navy took control of construction efforts on Saipan soon after troops secured the
island. Naval troops, with the help of young Chamorros and Carolinians, built
operations bases, supply and repair depots, field hospitals and Army Air Force bases.
Along with the new facilities came a huge influx of military personnel. At one point,
over 12,000 men and 180 aircraft arrived with just one new military unit.

Although civilian locals were rarely involved in the fighting, more than 700 Chamorros
and Carolinians died during the battle for Saipan, almost 20% of the local population.
After US troops took control of the island, they placed surviving island residents in
camps. Exceptions to this rule were the few Chamorro and Carolinian scouts who helped
US forces locate Japanese troops hiding in remote caves.

US policy required that the military contain civilians, remove them from harm and
distribute relief aid as necessary. The US established five camps on Saipan: Camp
Susupe for Japanese interns, two camps for Koreans and Okinawans, and camps in
Chalan Kanoa and Garapan Villages for Chamorros and Carolinians. Although elections
were held for "high chiefs" in the last two camps, they remained under military
administration until July, 1946.

In an effort to stimulate the local economy after the invasion, US Navy administrators
established military support jobs for the local population. The administrators set
economic rehabilitation as their first priority, focusing on phosphate mining, fishing and
production of cash crops, such as copra, sugar and coffee. Navy Administrators worked
to rebuild trade and industrial facilities, including administration buildings, schools,
hospitals and trade warehouses.

The US administrators also set up a program to promote agricultural self-sufficiency on
the island, in part to reduce the amount of food the US military had to supply. The first
goal was to cultivate 20-25 acres to provide food for 500 people. In August, 1944, the
military divided 500 acres into 1 hectare lots for family farming. Soon after that, they
authorized cultivation of 5,000 acres. In 1946, with the help of 800 Chamorros
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brought back from other Micronesian islands, Saipan farms produced substantial fruit and
vegetable harvests and sold some of the food to US military personnel. Most US troops
left Saipan soon after that and many of the local farms collapsed without the military
demand for their crops.

In 1947 the Navy established the "Island Trading Company." The company purchased
copra and local handicrafts to stimulate the local economy. In 1954, the Navy liquidated
the company and sold it in parts to local businesses. Soon after the liquidation of the
Island Trading Company, American administrators closed the island to outside private
developers to assure local participation in future economic growth. Although that
prevented exploitation of local resources by outside groups, it also slowed the rate of
investment in the local economy. At that time, the local population was approximately
6,000 and the residents of Saipan could not produce the. financial capital required to
pursue large-scale economic growth.

In 1952, the CIA established the "Naval Technical Training Unit" on Saipan, to train
Chinese Nationalists in guerrilla warfare techniques. Building the training center gave
island residents many short-term jobs, but the CIA also restricted movement on Saipan.
These land restrictions seriously dampened economic growth on the island. However, the
restrictions. did allow much of the island to recover from its ravaged state.

In the years of restricted movement on the island, plant species well suited for Saipan's
climate and conditions spread over the areas cleared by military actions. Early American
efforts to halt soil erosion included aerial seeding of the island with a non-native
Tangantangan species. During the CIA land restrictions, that plant covered much of the
island. The island had not seen so much wild, tropical vegetation since the "Sugar King"
cleared Saipan for sugarcane production in the 1920's.

The CIA left Saipan in the 1960's. Although economic growth was still relatively slow,
private agriculture and grazing expanded around the island in the post-CIA years. After
the 1978 Covenant, which established the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana
Islands (CNMI), Saipan again began to attract foreign investors. The construction
industry enjoyed continued growth from that time to the present. Imported labor from the
Pacific Rim supported the growing garment production industry. Investors supported
construction of hotels along the western shore and golf courses around the island.
Restaurants and shops were constructed to support the growing tourism industry.
Garment factories currently export thousands of garments to the US every year, but the
tourism industry remains the largest economic sector in the CNMI.

Today, citizens of the CNMI enjoy local self-government in political association with the
United States. Saipan supports family based agriculture and grazing operations, the
garment and tourism industries and the infrastructure required for those uses.

Pressing challenges exist for people interested in sustaining the island's resources for the
future. The growing number of visitors to Saipan increases the demand for freshwater on
the island. Visitors and residents, along with island industries, create a growing
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stream of waste products. If the waste products are not properly contained, they may add
harmful elements to the island's water system.

Pollutants in the water system can easily impact the marine resources around the island.
Run-off from construction sites and waste collection areas may affect the health of fish
and coral along the coast. Fertilizers and pesticides from farms and golf courses can
impact marine life through run-off, as well.

The CNMI government has established many laws and regulations to protect the people
and resources of Saipan. Sustainable use of those resources requires constant
reassessment and refinement of the laws and activities affecting Saipan's natural
environment.
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APPENDIX A-5: ATLAS GIS TEXT

WHAT IS GIS ?

WHAT IS GIS ?

GIS stands for Geographic Information System. A GIS is a computer based system
capable of assembling, storing, manipulating and displaying geographically referenced
information. So, what does that mean?

A GIS stores information related to locations on the earth. Most information available
today has some link to a physical location and can be used in a GIS. On Saipan, roads,
wetlands and coral reefs are good examples of features, with location information, used
in a GIS. A GIS can display information as a map on a computer screen. It can also
create maps on paper or other appropriate materials.

A GIS stores information about specific locations in tables. That storage method makes
all the information available for the many functions of a GIS. Information stored in a
table is called tabular data. The types of plants found in a wetland are good examples of
GIS tabular data. A GIS can display tabular data on maps and offer more information to
the users of the maps.

WHAT MAKES GIS SPECIAL ?

Other computer systems, like databases, store information in computer tables. Some
computer systems, such as Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) programs, create maps of
features on the earth, like roads, wetlands and coral reefs. The way a GIS stores
information, in tables linked to locations makes GIS unique. A user can create specialized
maps with the information available in a GIS and include only the information which
applies to his/her interest..

If a family wanted to find the best place to buy land for a new house, they could use a
GIS. A GIS might have information on roads, sewer lines, wetlands and private property
locations. The GIS could identify private land which has a road passing within 200 yards
of the property, access to sewer lines and no wetland areas on the property. The family
could use the GIS to make a map of properties with the characteristics they desire. They
could then use the GIS results to decide where to buy their land and build their house.
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HOW DOES A GIS WORK?

As GIS programs have advanced, their functions and uses have increased. Although
different types of GIS exist today, most support data capture, data integration,
information retrieval, data analysis and modeling. They can also create specialized maps
and other display graphics. Below, you will find a description of the major functions of a
GIS and some examples of their uses.

Data capture occurs when a GIS gains new information. A person may use a keyboard
to put information into a computer and capture it for a GIS. A GIS may capture data
automatically from another computer program. A person may capture data by tracing the
lines of paper maps with a digitizer, a special data input device. When scientists and
technicians collect information outside, in the "field," and then put it into a GIS, they
capture field data. Scientists capture data when they record the types of fish they find
near a coral reef and enter the information into GIS tables.

Data integration includes changing location information from different sources, in order
to use sets of data together. When different groups collect information covering the same
area, they often use different reference systems, like latitude and longitude or miles from
some point. In order to use data sets together, they must have a common reference
system. A GIS can alter one reference system to match another system.

Information retrieval remains one of the important strengths of GIS. When a person uses
a GIS to search for information or to create a map, they use the information retrieval
function. A group of tourists may want to scuba dive by a special type of coral. A GIS
with coral and road information could create a map of where the special coral exists and
what roads the tourists should use to get to those spots.

Data analysis and modeling can actually create new information from existing data. A
GIS might have information on the current locations of a non-native plant species, like
Beggar's Tick on Saipan. The GIS might also have data on the soil types, rainfall
patterns and other plants in the same areas. Using the properties of the areas with
Beggar's Tick, a GIS could identify characteristics desired by Begger's Tick. It could
create a map of other places Beggar's Tick might appear, based on the characteristics it
identified. The map would offer new information about where Begger's Tick might
appear in the future. That might help prevent the spread of Begger's Tick on Saipan.

GIS display functions include creating graphs, charts and maps of specific information on
computer screens, paper sheets or other materials. A sign posted near a popular dive site,
with a map of dangerous and safe places to scuba dive, is a good example of data display.
A GIS can create a map of specific information on the most appropriate medium, like a
waterproof sign for scuba divers.
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HOW DOES GIS RELATE TO THIS ATLAS ?

Staff at Saipan's Coastal Resources Management (CRM) office used a GIS to create this
atlas. They captured data for this GIS project by collecting information from other
government agencies. They registered the location information from the different
agencies to a common system, in order to make the data line up on the atlas maps. The
GIS started with a map of the entire island of Saipan. CRM staff used data manipulation
functions to divide the island into watersheds for this atlas. They decided what
information to include in the atlas and then used information retrieval and display
functions to create maps with just the desired information.

This atlas does not give its users complete access to GIS analysis functions. However,
the atlas does allow limited analysis with comparison of different atlas pages. Each page
in this atlas includes different information about a common location. In a GIS,
collections of details about an area are known as data layers. Layers may have themes,
such as a water theme that has rivers, streams, lakes and wells. A layer may also have
specific types of features, such as a line layer including roads, sewer and electric power
lines. By laying one of the transparent pages on one of the paper maps in this atlas, or
"overlaying" layers in a GIS, a user can see how things relate in a specific place.

With this atlas, and the GIS that created it, a user can compare layers with information on
public land, geology, soil types and wetland locations. Comparing those layers might
help identify unsafe areas for a new solid waste dump. A GIS can show those areas at
many different scales, as the needs of the user change. For information on how to use
the atlas, please refer to the `How to use the atlas' section of the text.

Much of the information included in this atlas came from CAD data created by CNMI
government agencies. Other sources include GIS data from US federal agencies and
private organizations. For atlas metadata, information about the data collected for this
atlas, please see the `Atlas Metadata' section of the text.

CRM staff used GIS produced by Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) to
manipulate the data they collected and to create the maps found in this atlas.
Specifically, they used ArcView GIS 3.0 for their work. Data used and created for this
atlas, as well as additional CNMI resource information, is currently stored in the CRM
GIS data library. Please contact the CRM office for information on the availability of
that data for use by other groups.
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APPENDIX A-6: ARCVIEW GIS WORKSHOP TOPICS

Workshop Topics

Basic terms and their relationships: Project, View, Theme

Types of Themes: Point, Line, Polygon

Sources of Themes: ArcView shape files, ARC/INFO coverages and AutoCAD files

Coordinate registration and world files for CAD files

Open a new View and add a Theme

Zoom In, Zoom Out and Pan around a View window

Use a Theme's Legend Editor to change colors, symbols and classification types

Add a feature to a Theme

Create a new Theme

Table topics: joining vs. linking tables, use of other databases to create tables

Open an Attribute Table

Add, change and delete Fields and Records from a Table

Create a new Table

Select Records in a Table and Features in a View for recognition of their connection

Build a Query to select Records and Features

Set Map Units and Distance Units for a View

Use the Ruler Tool to find distances in a View

Use the Label tool and the Text tool to create labels in a View

Use tools in the Layout window to prepare a map and related items for printing
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Appendix B:

Sample Saipan Watershed Resource Atlas Maps
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